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Industry 4.0

Networked production in the digital factory 
offers a competitive edge
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“4.0” will transform manufacturing
As early as the K trade fair in 1986, 
ARBURG first presented a fully automated 
production system consisting of several in-
terlinked injection moulding machines that 
dispensed with manual set-up processes, 
under the heading “Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (CIM)”. With this exhibit, we 
were far ahead of our time back then. The 
development of modular ALLROUNDERs, 
automated turnkey systems, the central 
SELOGICA control system, the higher-level 
ALS host computer system and, last but not 
least, the freeformer for industrial additive 
manufacturing, are the fruits of our early 
focus on a topic which is now gaining in-
creasing attention under the name “Indus-
try 4.0”. We are confident that the informa-
tion and communication technology that is 
currently available will radically transform 
industrial processes and help to fulfil the 
latest market requirements.

Industry 4.0 –  
a guide to  
future strategies

Business success calls for efficient production in the context of ever-shorter  
product life cycles, greater variant diversity and increasing demand for custom-
ised products. This requires the cost-effective use of energy and resources, 
greater productivity, quality and availability, faster market readiness for complex 
and innovative products, as well as more flexibility in high-volume production. 
Industry 4.0 offers us the opportunity to overcome these major challenges. In  
order to secure and develop their competitiveness in the long term, companies 
need to focus as early as possible on the integration of production and informa-
tion technology. As a technology and system partner, ARBURG embarked on this 
path  several decades ago in both terms of its products and services, as well as 
the in-house production at its central manufacturing facility in Lossburg in the 
Northern Black Forest.

Fully automated production system from 1986:  

ARBURG has had Industry 4.0 in its sights for many years.
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Introduction

ARBURG and “4.0”
ARBURG recognised the potential of net-
worked production at an early stage and al-
ready included it in its list of requirements 
for its future strategies in the 1980s. Indus-
try 4.0 is thus a permanent fixture in our 
corporate focus, whether in the organisa-
tion of operational sequences or in product 
development. Our aim is to act as a tech-
nology and system partner for our custom-
ers: our services range from customised 
turnkey solutions to flexible IT networked 
production in the “smart factory”.
The “Industrie 4.0 – powered by Arburg” 
initiative encompasses all of these elements. 
We not only use 4.0 technology for our 
own production, integrating it in our prod-
ucts, but also actively support 4.0 projects, 
demonstrating to our customers how “4.0” 
can be implemented in practice.

There are plenty of good examples of this.  
We acted as:
• A pilot company for the “Industry 4.0 

Guidelines” published by the German 
Machinery and Plant Manufacturers As-
sociation (VDMA).

• An initiator and pioneer in the design of 
the Euromap 77 MES/host computer  
interface.

• An exclusive partner in the Digital Fac-
tory at the Hannover Messe 2015
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Digital factory at the Hannover Messe 2015: As an exclusive trade-fair partner, ARBURG exhibited a fully IT networked 

process chain, allowing visitors to experience Industry 4.0 at first hand.

Source: Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz 

(DFKI) (German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence)
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Higher added value and new 
business models –  
with Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 not only impacts on production but also on the products and 
product range of the future. The objectives of the “smart factory“  include 
greater added value creation, as well as tapping into completely new busi-
ness ideas. “100 percent traceability”, “production on demand”, “one-piece 
flow” and “individualisation” are just some of the ideas, ambitions and op-
portunities that are currently being driven forward with 4.0 technologies.  
As a technological pioneer and trend setter in plastics processing, ARBURG  
is continuously pushing the boundaries of what is technically and economi-
cally feasible.

The basis for 4.0: industrial Ethernet
In Industry 4.0, everything revolves around 
the integration of information and commu-
nication technologies in the production 
process. The aim is to create a combination 
of digital information, e.g. on the order, 
and physical object, such as the machine, 
for the production process, resulting in so-
called “cyber physical systems”. This form 
of IT networking can be used to increase 
efficiency, productivity, availability, quality 
and flexibility in production, as well as to 
pfoduce products that retain their value. 
The basis for this is the establishment of an 
industrial Ethernet network that enables the 
fast, open and secure exchange of data. 
Here, a distinction is made between the  
following interlinked interfaces within the 
network:
• Real-time Ethernet interface (VARAN):  

Integration of machine components, ro-
botic systems and peripherals in the cen-
tral SELOGICA control system for steer-
ing the production process

Smart services Smart machine

Smart production

Remote 
maintenance

Condition  
monitoring

Preventive  
maintenance

Online  
service planning

Integration 
of peripheral 
equipment Automated  

production cells

Automatic  
process control

Assistance systems

Online data exchange

Traceability Self-regulating 
processes

Individualisation

Basis:
Industrial 
Ethernet

“4.0”
Smart 
factory

Modularly scalable and flexibly combinable 4.0 components form the basis for 

individual concepts on the journey towards the “smart factory”.
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Smart factory

• Expert interface (OPC UA):  
Integration of external control systems, 
for example to monitor the mould cavity 
pressure, in the SELOGICA system for 
automatic process control.

• Host computer interface (OPC UA):  
Integration of machines in a production 
management system (MES) for online 
data exchange and data archiving

• PPS/ERP data interface: 
Integration of a production management 
system (MES) in a production planning 
system for online data exchange

ARBURG has been using the OPC UA com-
munication protocol since 2010 for data ex-
change between ALLROUNDERs and the 
ALS host computer system. At our instiga-
tion, this protocol is now also used as the 
basis for the new Euromap 77 interface.

Components for your smart factory
There is no such thing as a standard 4.0 
solution! This is because no injection 
moulding plant is like another. Conse-
quently, your path to the “smart factory” 
requires customised concepts that are cre-
ated through the interaction of various 
components and systems. This is precisely 
where we come in: as a technology and 
systems partner, ARBURG is particularly 
well positioned and can provide well-
founded assistance in meeting all require-
ments: Our expertise ranges from machine, 
process, automation and control technol-
ogy through to digital network-
ing. You benefit from our 

modular, scalable components, which can 
be combined in a flexible way, helping to 
optimise your processes and making them 
more efficient. We are there for you: 
whether you wish to make individual 
 machines, the complete production process 
or your worldwide service “smarter” or 
“more intelligent”.
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Central process management: the SELOGICA controller is the simple way to integrate 

peripheral equipment and offers numerous monitoring and control features.

Online process control
A prerequisite for consistent part quality is a 
constant pressure profile from shot to shot 
during the holding pressure phase in the 
mould. In order to achieve optimum repro-
ducibility of part quality, this pressure profile 
has to be controlled. Regulation via reference 
curves was developed for ALLROUNDERs 
specifically for this purpose. This function of 
the SELOGICA control system is based on 
the principle of recording the mould cavity 
pressure profile of a moulded part deemed 
to be of good quality and employing this as 
a nominal value curve. The adjustment char-
acteristic of the control system is also re-
corded. This not only significantly simplifies 
determination of the nominal value curve, 
but also makes it much easier to parameter-
ise the regulator. With this feature, the injec-
tion moulding process can be stabilised 
quickly and conveniently to produce a speci-
fied part quality.

Smart machines  
act and assist

Make even complex technology easier to manage. Your operators need to be 
able to adjust and control the production process intuitively and without re-
quiring specialist knowledge, however multifaceted it may be. The aim is to 
create a smart machine that integrates and monitors peripherals with ease,  
analyses and adaptively controls process parameters and provides extensive 
assistance functions. As a manufacturer of its own control technology, 
ARBURG continuously develops self-regulating systems that make work 
 easier and increase process reliability and part quality.
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Smart machine

Further SELOGICA features:
• Graphical sequence programming  

with immediate plausibility checks 
• Adaptive mould heating circuits
• Position-regulated screw
• Start-up process
• Automatic clamping force control
• SELOGICA Set-up Assistant module
• Automatic reference value determina-

tion and fault analysis

Online cooling water control
Clogged filters, varying utilisation levels of 
the injection moulding machines and line 
losses can lead to fluctuations in the 
amount and temperature of cooling water. 
In order to compensate such influences au-
tomatically, ALLROUNDER machines can be 
equipped with a flow and temperature 
measuring system. For the purposes of indi-
vidual online control, tolerance bands can 
be defined for each monitored cooling 
channel in the SELOGICA control system. 
As well as providing monitoring, 
SELOGICA also controls the amount or 
temperature of the cooling water.

“Plug and Play” for SELOGICA
The principle of the “self-configuring” pro-
duction cell provides impressive evidence of 
the benefits of the progressive IT network-
ing within ALLROUNDER machines. Func-
tional component assemblies, such as addi-
tional injection units, as well as measuring 
amplifiers, I/O modules, robotic systems 

and the associated gripper technology or 
vacuum generators are no longer hard-
wired to the machine. Instead, they are 
connected to the SELOGICA control system 
on the basis of modern real-time Ethernet 
technology by means of connectors and are 
automatically identified when plugged in - 
even during operation. Thus, for example, 
in the case of a robotic system, the com-
plete device specification (type, number and 
length of axes) is detected and the associ-

ated operational functions made availa-
ble. Consequently, integration re-

quires no additional effort. More-
over, the functional assemblies 

are no longer tied to a par-
ticular machine, but can be 
used flexibly.

Self-
configuring

Machine with  
central control  

system

Robot  

system

Measuring amplifier
(Source:Priamus)

Gripper

I/O module
(Source: Sigmatek)

Injection 

unit

Pluggable components with 

specific hardware and 

configuration
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Online production organisation: The ARBURG host computer system (ALS) 

enables comprehensive IT networking.

Transparent processes  
can be dynamically controlled

Make your production technology more flexible and disburden your employ-
ees through simplified set-up procedures, automated processes and a direct 
exchange of information. The aim of transparent production, which largely 
functions autonomously, is online data acquisition across all locations and the 
dynamic control and optimisation of processes. When, where and how was 
the plastic part produced? What is the next processing step? In the injection 
moulding plant of the future, the products themselves provide the answers 
and become the information carriers for both the personnel and the ma-
chines. As a technology and system partner, ARBURG implements turnkey 
solutions with adaptable production sequences and universal data exchange. 
The available detailed solutions in these areas will be expanded in a targeted 
manner in the interests of greater flexibility, transparency and efficiency.

Online data acquisition and more
The ARBURG ALS host computer system is 
the central 4.0 tool for online data ex-
change - both across various production lo-
cations (horizontal integration), as well with 
a PPS / ERP system (vertical integration). 
Multifunctional terminals, I/O modules and 
host computer interfaces can be used to 
network the entire machine fleet, including 
manual workstations, using the web-based 
ALS software. Complex manual data acqui-
sition is dispensed with. Feedback and key 
figures relating to machines, ongoing or-
ders, shifts and production quality are avail-
able online at all times. This is possible at all 
locations worldwide: on PC workstations, 
info screens in production or on smart-
phones and tablets. Employees are actively 
informed, permitting them to analyse and 
make decisions at all times. Set-up and 
maintenance operations can be imple-
mented in a controlled manner. 
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Smart production

Through continuous. long-term archiving, 
ALS provides all the necessary information 
to enable potential improvements to be 
identified and optimisation to be imple-
mented in a targeted way. Audits and certi-
fications also become substantially easier.

Further ALS features:
• Connection of ALS to PPS/ERP
• Active feedback via  

text messaging or e-mail
• Provision of information on  

any mobile device
• Statistical process control via  

actual process values
• Programme management and transfer 

between machine and ALS

Detailed planning online
ALS allows the direct assignment of orders 
to machines and the creation of order 
queues to ensure a high degree of planning 
reliability. On the basis of online data, you 
can reduce start-up processes and also 
set-up times and downtimes when chang-
ing orders. The provision of the necessary 

ERP/PPS

setting data, moulds or materials and the 
activation of test tasks are initiated auto-
matically. This is ensured through the syn-
chronisation of ALS with material control 
systems and quality assurance systems,  
for example.

ALS

Management

Production  
management

Production A Production B

Horizontal integration
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Secure remote access to machine data: swift 

assistance in the event of malfunctions.

Smart systems that  
monitor themselves

Online status monitoring
As well as offering easy integration of tech-
nical components in the SELOGICA control 
system, the real-time networking system of 
ALLROUNDER machines also opens up a 
whole host of other benefits. This is under-
lined by the new generation of vacuum 
generators for MULTILIFT robotic systems. 
A condition monitoring feature was also im-
plemented in the vacuum control system. 
Because the operating hours, evacuation 
time, pressure drop and switching fre-
quency are continuously monitored, conclu-
sions can be drawn with regard to leaks, 
soiling levels and wear on the suction pads. 
The SELOGICA control system can keep op-
erating personnel up to date with pending 
maintenance tasks, not at fixed intervals, 
but only when a part actually needs to be 
replaced. This kind of forward-looking 
maintenance not only avoids costs for un-
necessary spare parts, but also reduces un-
planned production faults and thus in-
creases machine availability. 

Make sure your employees get fast, uncomplicated assistance as and when 
they need it. The objective is to produce smart systems that continuously moni-
tor the condition of important machine elements, making targeted predictions 
in relation to the service life of parts that are susceptible to wear and simplify-
ing the process for ordering genuine spare parts and for rectifying faults. Com-
prehensive service support is firmly anchored in ARBURG‘s corporate philoso-
phy and, like all of the company‘s products, is subject to a continuous optimisa-
tion process. After all, our high-powered machine technology must not just 
convince through top-class functionality, but also maximum availability.
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Smart services

Furthermore, an automatic function test is 
provided for the vacuum system when it is 
switched on. This also contributes to er-
ror-free processes and thus to efficient pro-
duction. However, condition monitoring 
only operates reliably when original vacuum 
generators are used. Thus, each device has 
an internal memory with manufacturer data 
that enables the SELOGICA to identify gen-
uine spare parts.

More solutions from ARBURG:
• Maintenance display on the SELOGICA
• ALS “Maintenance” module
• Online spare parts ordering
• Online service planning

Remote maintenance
ALLROUNDERs can be equipped with a ser-
vice router featuring an integrated firewall, 
enabling remote access to the machine con-
trol system via a secure data line. You can 
enable the relevant authorisation each time 
as required. The service router thus repre-
sents an important diagnostic aid for the 
ARBURG service and application-technical 

hotline. In conjunction with on-site person-
nel, faults and stoppages can be analysed 
quickly and efficiently. This cuts waiting 
times and saves costs.

ARBURG

Internet

Service routers with integrated firewall

Secure VPN tunnels Secure VPN tunnel

Customer
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Part-specific packaging: IT integration  

increases traceability.

Greater efficiency  
in production –  
with Industry 4.0

Traceability from the  
finished part to the granulate
In order to cater for increasing documenta-
tion requirements in areas such as automo-
tive manufacturing and medical technology, 
end-to-end batch monitoring is key. The 
“batch-specific bulk goods” example from 
ARBURG offers a prototype for how this can 
be implemented efficiently. The basis for this 
is provided by the IT networking of produc-
tion and material supply via the ARBURG 
ALS host computer system. At every order 
change, the ALS automatically documents 
the new material - including the information 
on the current batch. The material is verified 
by means of bar code registration for this 
purpose. Thanks to networking, the finished 
parts and their packaging can be marked 
with production data, such as the date, or-
der number, material and batch. This ensures 
that the serial product is fully traceable right 
back to the granulate.

Industry 4.0 describes the route to a production system based on IT network-
ing according to the model of the Internet. This digitisation of the factory will 
make it possible to integrate processes that respond extremely flexibly to 
changes and that can largely control and optimise themselves. This relieves 
the burden on human resources, while at the same time enabling more effi-
cient production at reduced unit costs. This requires the networking of ma-
chines, moulds, products and logistical peripherals, as well as the systematic 
evaluation of order, production and process data - the central elements of 4.0.
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4.0 in practice

Unique production line: injection moulding and 
industrial additive manufacturing are interlinked 
through automation.

Part-specific packaging: IT integration  

increases traceability.

Individualising  
high-volume products
The demand for individualised plastic prod-
ucts is growing significantly. The “office 
scissors” application example from ARBURG 
shows how it will be possible to produce 
small unit volumes based on cost-efficient 
high volume batches more efficiently and 
economically in future. The starting point is 
the direct incorporation of customer re-
quests in the added value chain. Serial pro-
duction for specific jobs will commence “on 
demand” thanks to IT networking. An 
ALLROUNDER injection moulding machine 
and a freeformer for industrial additive 
manufacturing are linked by means of an 
automation component for this purpose.  
A DM code applied to the part during the 
production process turns it into an informa-
tion carrier and enables it to control its own 
production steps. Overall, the production 
line designed can produce eight different 
scissor variants without requiring a change-
over of set-up. In addition to the required 
variant, the customer can also specify indi-
vidual lettering for his scissors during the 
online ordering stage. The special feature 

here is that the individualised plastic letter-
ing is applied in a 3D additive process using 
the freeformer. The ARBURG host computer 
system ALS plays a central role in linking the 
online order with Production, recording the 
production data and transmitting it on to a 
web server. Each pair of scissors is allocated 
its own web page in the cloud which can be 
called up at any time using the product-spe-
cific DM code on mobile devices. - even af-
ter several years. This plays an important 
role, for example in the traceability of safe-
ty-related parts, such as airbags for the au-
tomotive industry and implants for medical 
technology. This type of traceability also 
forms the basis for just-in-time production 
in a digitised factory.

Traceability
Unique identification  
via DM code

Individuality
Personalisation  
of the part by means 
of lettering

Flexibility
Scissors can be produced 
for either left- or right-
handed users and can 
have either rounded or 
pointed tips

Film  
“Office scissors”

Production-on-demand: online ordering immediately  

initiates production orders.
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The key lies in a broad perspective: 4.0 solutions require the interaction of a variety of 

components and systems.

Industry 4.0 is a  
modular concept

The topic of Industry 4.0 directly affects us, our customers and the entire plas-
tics industry. Those who prepare for the future with flexible, automated pro-
duction technology and IT networking will secure and develop the competi-
tiveness of their companies for years to come. However, this calls for interdis-
ciplinary expertise. ARBURG is therefore particularly well positioned in this 
area: with automated ALLROUNDERs, the central SELOGICA control system, 
the freeformer for industrial additive manufacturing and IT solutions such as 
the ALS host computer system, ARBURG offers a full range of expert skills. 
This enables you to implement your individual 4.0 solutions in a targeted 
way and to increase your production efficiency in a sustained manner.

Individual strategies required
New information and telecommunications 
technologies such as cloud computing and 
mobile devices offer potential for decisively 
transforming the industrial process and 
mastering the current challenges:
• Flexible production –  

Industry 4.0 makes it possible to act 
swiftly using as few resources as possible

• Flexible production –  
Industry 4.0 makes the production of 
one-off parts and small-volume batches 
cost effective

• Traceable production –  
Industry 4.0 makes processes transparent

However, Industry 4.0 is not something you 
can buy “off the shelf”. Instead every com-
pany needs to draw up its own strategy for 
its production processes. The key to suc-
cessful implementation of Industry 4.0 is 
that the topic should receive
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Summary

full support from the management team. 
Interdisciplinary cooperation between all 
corporate departments is also vital in order 
to pool all the available expertise. Here, it is 
important to consider both production and 
the products in detail. 
The concept behind “4.0” makes it possible 
to improve production processes and make 
them more transparent. This results in in-
creased production efficiency and, ulti-
mately, a reduction in unit costs. Further-
more, “4.0” increases the added value of 
products, e.g. through the direct inclusion 
of individual customer requirements in the 
production process. This can be achieved 
both by further advancing existing products 
and developing new products.

ARBURG offers numerous features
In many areas, Industry 4.0 is still a vision of 
what is technically and economically feasi-
ble in terms of the “production and prod-
ucts of the future”. However, we are al-
ready a long way down this road, with flexi-
ble automation, automatic process regula-
tion and computer-aided production organ-
isation. There are also already products that 
can be uniquely identified and located at 
any time, know their own history and cur-
rent status, as well as controlling their own 
production process.
ARBURG‘s machine, robot, process, control 
and information technology are all key com-
ponents for networked production in the 
“smart factory”. Many detailed solutions al-
ready exist that continuously enhance the 
production efficiency of our ALLROUNDERs 
and freeformers. We are also working to 
further develop our product program with 
Industry 4.0 in mind.

Statement on 
Industry 4.0

Higher production efficiency, lower unit costs: IT networking is a key 

prerequisite for process optimisation.
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We are a leading technology and system partner for flexibly automated and  
networked production systems in the digital factory.

Website


